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RICK REMINGTON
Organization: West Wisconsin Land Trust
Rick Remington is a native of central Wisconsin and a graduate of UW-Stevens Point. Rick has been
working in land management, restoration, and land protection for 25 years—throughout the Midwest as
well as in Maine and Kentucky. He joined the West Wisconsin Land Trust staff in 2002, where, as
conservation director, he is responsible for the conservation and fee land stewardship program and
executing new land protection projects. In his spare time, he enjoys “silent sports,” gardening, and
spending time outdoors with his wife and daughter.

KEVIN THUSIUS
Organization:
For the past 10 years, Kevin worked for the Ice Age Trail Alliance (IATA), whose mission is to create,
promote and protect the Ice Age National Scenic Trail. As the director of land conservation, he is
responsible for property acquisitions and the management of more than 80 IATA-held land interests. In
his tenure at the Alliance, Kevin retroactively prepared over 40 baseline document reports, instituted an
easement monitoring program and inventoried all IATA-owned lands. He came to the Alliance from a
local land trust where he was charged with assessing and prioritizing hundreds of properties along a
scenic riverway.
MARYKAY O’DONNELL
Organization: Land Trust Alliance Midwest Program
MaryKay O'Donnell is the senior midwest program manager for the Land Trust Alliance and is
responsible for assisting land trusts with organizational and leadership development, training,
mentoring, and peer learning. In coordination with Gathering Waters, MaryKay co-manages the Land
Trust Excellence and Advancement Program (LEAP) in Wisconsin. She came to the Alliance in 2007 with
18 years of experience in conservation land acquisition. MaryKay co-authored a Standards and Practices
Curriculum Guide titled Acquiring Land and Conservation Easements. She enjoys living in northern
Michigan with her husband and two boys, and is on a quest to visit every major league baseball park.
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Anatomy of a Land Deal: How Deals Get Done
Land Trust Rally 2017
Super-secret answer: It is different every time. While there are common elements that
must be completed, the anatomy of each deal varies.

STEPS:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Project Initiation
Negotiations
Due Diligence
Stewardship Considerations
Closing and Post-Closing

Conservation projects are less of a flow chart, and more of a jigsaw puzzle. The pieces all
have to come together to make a complete picture, but the order in which you put them in
place can vary.
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Project Initiation
•

Landowner contact
o
o

•

Site visit(s)
o
o
o

•

Establish landowners’ names, contact information, and who may be involved (family
members, advisors, property managers, decision makers, legal owners)
Landowners may come to the land trust (reactive mode) or the land trust may go to the
landowners (proactive mode for priority areas)
There will be several site visits
Initial site visit is a relationship building exercise
Additional site visits will take place to get to know the land, identify conservation
objectives and potential areas of concern, determine how the property can be
protected, and what the landowner’s plans and wishes are.

Evaluation:
o Land Protection Criteria





o

Land Protection Committee


•

Staff (or volunteers) evaluate the property against established Land Protection
Criteria and any Strategic Conservation Plans
• This includes identifying the public benefit of the project and the
conservation values of the property.
If the project does not meet the criteria and established priorities, staff
respectfully inform the landowner that the land trust is not able to pursue the
project (providing a list of other options, if possible). It is also a good idea to
inform the land committee and the board of projects that came to the land
trust, but were not brought forward.
If it does meet the criteria and established priorities, staff members bring the
project forward to the land protection committee.
The staff prepares for the committee, and the committee reviews the project,
on the merits of meeting the land trust’s mission, the land protection criteria
and strategic conservation plan priorities, conservation values of the property,
potential threats to the conservation values, potential risks to the organization,
and feasibility of the acquisition. In addition, staff, committee, and board
evaluate if the organization has the capacity to acquire and manage the project.
Committee approves the project to go forward, rejects the project, or directs
the staff to gather additional information. Board approval often comes later.

Project Planning:
o

o
o

Each project is planned to ensure the land trust is choosing the most appropriate
protection tool, the conservation values will be protected, stewardship considerations
are addressed, and the project furthers the goals and mission of the organization.
If a purchase, identify funding mechanism(s) and possible partnerships.
Ensure the land trust is following Land Trust Standards and Practices
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Negotiations:
o

o
o
o

•

Contract/Options/Donation Agreement:
o

•

Negotiations are not something you do once and are done. Negotiations are
ongoing dialogue with the landowner, with partners, and internally with your
organization.
Use “Principled Negotiations” concepts and train the people negotiating
You are negotiating the terms of the acquisition, what your organization is or is not
willing to do (short and long term), timeline, and if appropriate, purchase price.
Do not overpromise in conversations with the landowner – conversations are
negotiations and anything you promise now will need to be addressed down the line
– in a contract, in a donation agreement, in restrictions on fee land, or in a
conservation easement.

Once the land trust decides they would like to pursue acquisition of the land or
conservation easement, AND the landowner decides they would like to pursue
donating, selling, or completing a bargain-sale transfer of the property or
conservation easement, you will go under contract, option, or if a donation, perhaps
an intent to donate agreement.
 The earlier this document is executed, the less likely the organization will waste
time/resources on projects that do not come to fruition.
 Make sure you utilize legal counsel to draft these legally-binding documents and
that they accurately reflect your ability to pursue the acquisition.

Appraisals
o

o

o
o

If a purchase, the land trust is required to obtain a qualified appraisal to determine
the fair market value of the property for negotiating purposes. Except under rare
circumstances, a non-profit organization is restricted from purchasing above fair
market value. Often land trusts share the appraisal with the owner.
If a donation, and the landowner desires to take a federal income tax deduction, the
landowner must obtain a qualified appraisal for this purpose. The land trust will be
asked to sign a form 8283 and the land trust should review the appraisal prior to
doing so. There is guidance in Standards and Practices if the land trust does not
believe a donation has been made or the appraisal is inadequate.
Appraisal updates may be required if the project takes a long time to complete or if
there are changes in the terms of the deal.
Appraisals often take place during Due Diligence.

Due Diligence – “Due diligence” is a shorthand way of saying your land trust must complete a

variety of investigations, tests, assessments, and evaluations to determine if there are any issues that
would prevent you from going forward with the acquisition.
•
•
•
•
•

Legal review (with all of the diligence that is due)
Title investigation
Surveys and determining property boundaries
Hazardous materials evaluations
Water rights
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Mineral surveys
External factors (surrounding areas, zoning plans, etc.)
Evaluations specific to your land trust, this property, or an identified priority (biological
inventories if protecting a certain type of habitat, for example)
Requirements of funders, agencies, partners, and perhaps meeting fundraising goals
If applicable, drafting the conservation easement (also part of negotiations)
Address tax benefits – provide information, not advice, to the landowner and evaluate on behalf
of the land trust
Determine stewardship and enforcement costs (see below)
Appropriate approvals by the organization’s committees and board

Stewardship Considerations
•
•

•
•
•
•

Determine the future goals and plans for the property; including both the land trust’s and, when
appropriate, the landowner’s desires.
Determine immediate, short-term, and long-term stewardship/management costs and
enforcement costs. This must be done during the due diligence phase so the board can make an
informed decision.
Raise, identify, or have a plan to raise dedicated funds for stewardship and enforcement.
For fee-owned property, establish management goals and potential uses for the property and
begin to create a Management Plan (must be completed within 1 year after closing).
For conservation easement projects, create a Baseline Documentation Report to be signed at or
before closing.
Approval by the Stewardship Committee

Closing and Post-Closing
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

In person when at all possible
Closing documents – attorney review prior to closing
Baseline Document Report signed at or before closing
Recording
Tax exemption and change of ownership filing, if applicable
Thank you acknowledgements
Recordkeeping – as soon as possible after closing
Grants/funding – for closing, reporting
Partner follow-up
Sign 8283, if applicable
Communications – get out the word to media/members/supporters
Stewardship plans – management plan, mark boundaries, put up signs (if applicable)
Celebrate!
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SWAN VALLEY
LAND TRUST
Date: October 27, 2017
LAND PROTECTION PROJECT PROPOSAL
Project Name: Swan Landing
County: Johnson
Ecological Landscape:

OWNERSHIP INFORMATION:
Landowner(s): BERRY WISE FAMILY TRUST
PROJECT TYPE:
New CE
X

Addition to CE

Amendment to CE

Fee ownership

Fee acquisition and transfer with CE

Assist

Fee acquisition and transfer without CE

Other (describe): _________________________________________________
Comments:
TRANSACTION INFORMATION:
Transaction type:
Gift

X

Purchase

Transaction overview:
The landowner is selling fee title interest in the property to Swan Valley Land Trust with the understanding
that we would open it up to the public for recreational use. Landowner has reduced the purchase price by
$120,000 (25%) below our appraised value + contribute $10,000 to our Property Stewardship Fund.
Transaction status and timing:
PROPERTY INFORMATION:
Acres owned by landowner at site: 197
Acres to be protected in this project: 197
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Location:
The property is located in eastern Johnson County, approximately 5 miles east of our land trust office.
Property description/natural features:
The property is primarily wooded (~120 acres) with some sedge meadow openings (~20 acres) and open
water (~50 acres) on the south shore of Swan Lake.
Water feature(s):
Swan Lake is a 255-acre mesotrophic drainage lake with a maximum depth of 24 feet.
Shoreline to be protected: 7,500

(linear feet)

Improvements:
One forest road runs through property which is used to access the south side of the flowage and a water
control structure (earthen berm). A small portion of the berm is located on the subject property, with the
majority located on the adjacent cranberry operation.
Property context:
The surrounding land is a mix of private residential and recreational land, along with a large cranberry
operation.
Threat:
If the land trust does not purchase the property, the landowner has entertained selling for development. The
property is the #1 priority of our land trust in terms of ecological and recreational values. Improper shoreline
development would negatively affect both water quality and scenic value and likely prevent future public
access opportunities. Protection of this property would eliminate all possibility of residential development
and allow for permanent public access. Improper shoreland development would likely negatively impact the
nesting federally endangered whooping cranes.
CONSERVATION VALUES AND PUBLIC BENEFIT: Conservation values to be protected and public
benefits provided through this transaction include:
Habitat/natural area values—terrestrial and aquatic:
The property is located on Swan Lake, and contains approximately 7,500 feet of frontage on the lake. Swan
Lake is a 255-acre mesotrophic drainage lake, which contains a productive warm water fishery.
Swan Creek, which flows through Swan Lake, is considered a Conservation Opportunity Area for Species of
Greatest Conservation Need, as described in the DNR Wildlife Action Plan. Morrison Creek is considered a
Conservation Opportunity Area due to the diverse abundance of its invertebrate population. This is
evidenced by the presence of a nesting pair of federally endangered whooping cranes who have used the
property for the past two years.
The property is comprised of approximately 197 acres, of which 120 consists of a forest community
containing trees such as red oak, white oak, jack pine, red pine, white pine, red maple, silver maple and white
birch. The understory contains bracken fern, wintergreen, starflower, low bush blueberry and hazelnut. Open
bog makes up approximately 20 acres of the property and is dominated by sedges, cotton grass, sphagnum
moss, meadowsweet and wild cranberry. The remaining 50 acres is open water on Swan Lake.
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The emergent and submergent plant communities located offshore from the property provides ideal habitat
for the lakes fishery. The shallow waters provide habitat for migrating and resident waterfowl and
shorebirds.
Scenic values:
The property is highly scenic when viewed from shore and water.
Recreational values:
The property has tremendous recreational value, and is much beloved resource by the local community.
Informal access to the property has occurred for many years, and is now in jeopardy. Acquisition will
formalize permanent public access and allow for development of a public universally accessible canoe
launch, universally accessible trail and parking.
Other conservation values:
The property would be open for low-impact public access, that we believe can managed to prevent negative
impacts to the whooping crane pair.
OTHER PROGRAMMATIC VALUES:
A local family foundation has agreed to work with us to raise the acquisition and management funds – a local
partner we have not previously engaged with.
PROJECT DETAILS:
Title issues/status:
The cranberry grower would retain certain rights to cross the property maintain a water control
structure along Swan Lake. A small portion of the water control structure exists on the subject
property.
Access to the property:
Access to the property is murky, and most likely will not convey appropriate public
access rights which we require.
Mineral rights:
Mineral rights are intact.
Mortgages:
None.
Environmental review:
Site visit yielded nothing unusual except the presence of the water control structure on the north side of the
property. Review of the State of Wisconsin contaminated lands database showed no known occurrence on
the property.
Management/monitoring/stewardship considerations:
Acquisition will formalize permanent public access and allow for development of a public universally
accessible canoe launch and universally accessible trail and parking.
Current project partners:
• State of Wisconsin Knowles-Nelson Stewardship grant program
• Local Family Foundation
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•

Berry Wise Family Trust

Community/Political Considerations:
Unlikely to be any political or community issues since the locals treasure their informal access to this
resource which in the future may be in jeopardy.
PROJECT FINANCIAL DETAILS/CONSIDERATIONS: Anticipated project costs and sources
of funding include following:
ACQUISITION COSTS:

ACQUISITION COSTS:
Acquisition Price (FMV)

$

480,000

Transaction Costs

$

19,500

Staff salary and benefits (for transaction)

$

40,000

Initial Stewardship Costs
Long-term Stewardship Endowment Needs
(Defense and Routine costs)

$

9,500

$

20,000

Universally-accessible canoe launch

$

15,000

Universally-accessible trail

$

15,000

TOTAL Acquisition and Stewardship:

$

599,000

SOURCES OF FUNDING:

SOURCES OF FUNDING:
Knowles-Nelson Stewardship Fund

$

240,000

Landowner Donation of Value

$

120,000

DNR contribution to transaction costs

$

9,750

Landowner intended donation to stewardship

$

10,000

Private Family Foundation Pledge

$

50,000

Fundraising from private sources

$

169,250

$

599,000
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OTHER ISSUES:

ATTACHED MAPS:
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SWAN VALLEY
LAND TRUST
LAND PROTECTION PROJECT RESOLUTION
_________________________________________________
Project name: Swan Landing
County: Johnson County
Ecological Landscape:
This project is detailed in the Land Protection Project Proposal reviewed by the Conservation
Committee on October 8, 2017 and presented to the board of directors on October 27, 2017.

The Swan Landing property is located in eastern Johnson County in an area rich in scenic beauty and
ecological diversity. Swan Lake is formed by impounded Morrison Creek, an Aquatic Conservation
Opportunity Area due to the diverse abundance of its invertebrate population. This property consists of
approximately 197 acres of land and approximately 7,500 feet of shoreline along Swan Lake.
The property consists of approximately 120 forested acres consisting of red oak, white oak, jack pine,
red pine, white pine, red maple, silver maple and white birch. The understory contains bracken fern,
wintergreen, starflower, low bush blueberry and hazelnut. Open bog makes up approximately 20 acres
of the property and is dominated by sedges, cotton grass, sphagnum moss, meadowsweet and wild
cranberry. The remaining 50 acres is open water in and along Swan Lake.
The emergent and submergent plant communities located offshore from the property provides ideal
habitat for the lakes fishery. The shallow waters provide habitat for migrating and resident waterfowl
and shorebirds, including federally endangered whooping cranes.
The property has the following conservation values further detailed in the Board Proposal:
• Habitat/natural area values—aquatic and terrestrial:
• Recreational Values
Additionally, the property will be made available to the general public for low-impact recreational
activities, including a universally accessible trail and canoe launch.
In order to protect the property, Swan Valley Land Trust will purchase the property from the landowner.
This projects requires an application to the Wisconsin Knowles-Nelson Stewardship program which
comes with grant obligations including agreed upon management and public access.
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Funding to cover property acquisition has yet to be raised and shall not come from SVLT general
operating funds, as well as the funding to cover the initial site development and long-term stewardship
and management.
RESOLVED:
The Board of Directors of West Wisconsin Land Trust approves the project generally described above
subject to normal legal, title and environmental due diligence, provided that if there are any material
changes in the project as described it will be re-submitted to the Board for review.
The Board authorizes the Executive Director, the President, the Vice President or any other officer to
undertake any and all actions necessary to complete the project. This includes the application to the
State of Wisconsin Knowles-Nelson Stewardship program, and the execution of a Grant and
Management Contract with the State of Wisconsin, along with the delivery and acceptance of a deed to
the property as generally set out above along with any other legal documents needed to complete the
project.
This resolution adopted on October 27, 2017.

______________________________________________________
President of the Board of Directors, Swan Valley Land Trust, Inc.

.
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SAMPLE BOARD RESOLUTION
FOR BOARD APPROVAL OF LAND TRANSACTIONS
For more information, contact MaryKay O’Donnell, Land Trust Alliance – Midwest
Updated 2017
LAND TRUST NAME – BOARD OF DIRECTORS/TRUSTEES RESOLUTION
TYPE OF PROJECT (donation or purchase, fee land acquisition, conservation easement, or transfer)
PROJECT NAME
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Landowner Name(s): Names (including trustees’ names if land is held in a trust)
Address
Location:

Describe where the property is located – general to specific
County and Municipality/Township
Range and Township
Describe specifically (on the south arm of the Pretty River north of Your Town)
A legal description could be included here, but is not usually necessary

Property Description:
• In this section, describe the property itself. List habitat types, water bodies, adjacent protected land,
interesting features, soil types, wetlands, cultural or local value, and general property boundaries.
Write the description for the reader who has never seen this property – draw a picture for the board.
What makes this land unique, special, or worthy of protection?
Project Description:
• In this section, describe how the project is being done, or could be done. Describe the timeline for
completion.
• Include information on the landowner and their donative intent (if any), details about negotiations,
timing issues, history of the property, if pertinent. This is a great place to include the desires of the
landowner – so they do not get lost in the recordkeeping. Cool facts about the landowner and the
land are great to include as well – make the project come alive.
• If a purchase, include the value of the property and how that value was determined. Include purchase
price and any pertinent details of a contract (if applicable).
• Describe the importance of the project to the community and any outlying factors – is the government
agency supportive, how do the local people feel about the project, what are potential issues?
• Include any potential or actual problems with the project as well.
Features to be Protected (see Land Protection Criteria):
• In this section, describe how the project does or does not meet the land trust’s land protection criteria
and the land trust’s strategic conservation plan.
• You can outline every criterion, or summarize the conservation values into paragraph form. This will
often depend on how the land protection criteria were written.
• Make sure and outline the Conservation Values to be protected. This could be a list, or a
description. Ensure that natural resource values listed will be protected if the project is completed (for
example, do not list “scenic forest” if the landowner retains the right in a conservation easement to log
the forest, which will quite likely make it not scenic).
Public Benefit
• Outline here what the public benefit of the acquisition is. This could be included in the section above
as well. The public benefit often, but does not necessarily have to, follows the IRS regulations for
conservation easements. Public benefit should be defined whether the project is a conservation
easement or a fee acquisition.
Community Benefit
• Describe how this project provides a benefit to the community.

Federal and State Requirements
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SAMPLE BOARD RESOLUTION
FOR BOARD APPROVAL OF LAND TRANSACTIONS
For more information, contact MaryKay O’Donnell, Land Trust Alliance – Midwest
Updated 2017
•

Document here that the project meets applicable requirements for federal and state tax requirements,
including the conservation purposes test for IRC Section 170(h). This could be included in the
section above as well.

Stewardship
• Define the immediate, short-term, and long-term stewardship/management needs as well as your
calculations for how much is needed for defense funds (using the Conservation Defense Funds
Calculator).
• Include general stewardship goals – Big picture, what are the plans (not details) for the property or
easement? Include any potential or actual management concerns so the board can adequately
assess risk. Include an evaluation of the threats or potential stewardship problems on the property (is
this problem so onerous that the board should consider rejecting the project).
• Include potential stewardship goals for improving or restoring the property.
• Note whether the public will have access to the property and how that will be managed.
Maps and Photos:
Maps of the property – general location map and specific property map should be attached.
If photos are available, attach some photos as well.
Funding
• Describe the detailed costs of the project and the sources of revenue. Include stewardship costs
in this calculation. A spreadsheet helps illuminate this information.
• Include a funding plan, if one has been developed already.

Recommendations:
In this section, have all pertinent parties sign whether they do or do not recommend the project.
Staff:
Signature and date
Executive Director:
Signature and date
Land Committee:
Signature by chair and date of Committee meeting

Resolution:
On DATE the__________Land Trust Board of Trustees authorizes INSERT NAMES AND TITLES to
accept with gratitude (alternate language – to take any and all actions necessary to complete the
acquisition of) INSERT PROJECT NAME AND TYPE (purchase, bargain sale, donation of property or
conservation easement, brief DESCRIPTION, subject to the following conditions (if any):
• Condition 1
• Condition 2
• Etc
The Board of Trustees authorizes INSERT NAME(S) to sign and execute any documents necessary to
complete this transaction, including, but not limited to: contracts, deeds, easements, and closing papers.
Signature:

Board chair or Board Secretary
Date
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Anatomy of a Land Deal: Principled Negotiations
Principled Negotiations
• Developed at Harvard by Roger Fischer and William Ury
• They then co-authored a book: Getting to Yes: Negotiating Agreement Without Giving In
• Seek a win-win
4 Prescriptions of Principled Negotiations:
1. People
2. Interests
3. Options
4. Criteria
1. PEOPLE: Separate the people from the problem
o Think of each other as PARTNERS in negotiation to solve an issue, rather than adversaries
o 3 things to be aware of:
 Different perceptions among the parties
 Emotions such as fear and anger
• Selling land or an easement is usually VERY EMOTIONAL
 Communications problems
o Try to put yourself in the other person’s shoes
o Use active listening skills
2. INTERESTS: Focus on INTERESTS not positions
o When focusing on interests, solutions can arise to satisfy everyone’s needs
o The other party may come to the table with a “position” - ask why the other party holds that
position. Then ask why. Then ask why again.
o Explain your interests clearly – without defining an end position.
o Discuss interests together.
o Remain open to different proposals.
•

•

Try the “from what” “for what” method
o Ask the landowner to write down on one side of a piece of paper what they
want to protect the property FOR and on the other side . . . What they want to
protect the property FROM
o Then you do the same on behalf of the land trust.
These clearly define the interests, of both (or all) parties

3. OPTIONS: Invent options for mutual gain
o There are four obstacles to creative problem solving
o 1) Deciding prematurely on an option; and thereby failing to consider alternatives
o 2) Being too intent on narrowing options to find the single answer
o 3) Defining the problem in win-lose terms
o 4) Thinking it is up to the other side to come up with a solution to “their” problem
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4. CRITERIA: Insist on Using Objective Criteria
o Criteria should be legitimate and practical
o An appraisal to set a selling price, for example
o Scientific evidence for how far back a protection zone should go in a conservation
easement to ensure streambank protection, for example.
o This is a joint search for objective criteria

Principled Negotiations – ADVICE
o
o
o
o
o
o

Focus on the solving the problem – focus on the issues
Be respectful . . . “Drink the dang coffee”
Use manners that would make your grandparents proud
Never ever, ever, ever, EVER tell a landowner what they SHOULD do with their property.
Ever.
Find the power player in the negotiation.
o It may not be the person you are talking with.
Never promise something your organization cannot deliver on. Be firm and fair.
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Anatomy of a Land Deal
Rally 2017

Board Discussion Questions and Notes:
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Anatomy of a Land Deal
Rally 2017

Ah-Ha! Moments
Write down cool ideas you heard during This Session
Cool Idea

My To Do List
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Who I want to
connect with

